From Babylon To Timbuktu: A History Of The Ancient Black Races Including The Black Hebrews
This carefully researched book is a significant addition to this vital field of knowledge. It sets forth, in fascinating detail, the history, from earliest recorded times, of the black races of the Middle East and Africa.
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From Babylon to Timbuktu: A History of the Ancient Black Races Including the Black Hebrews

This book is well written and well worth reading, or better yet worth studying. I read this book armed with my computer, Bible software, a copy of "the Complete Works of the Biblical Historian Flavius Josephus", Microsoft Encarta, and Wikipedia, etc. It will help to have each one of them, because it is so important to always check the author's notes and references in the back of the book as you read. I kept a bookmark for the note section, too. I concluded that the author was very thorough in his research of the facts he presented in his book, in which I can appreciate. I became so engrossed in his work that I am fully committed to reading it again, and this time adding some of the other authors he referred to in the back of his book. If you like to read about history, this would be a real mind opening book to read or study. Betty Chandler

Explains so much untold history. Loved the information about Hebrew kingdoms being established in West Africa. Exactly where most slaves to the Americas and Caribbean Islands ended up. Information all descents of known slaves should seek. Lost history of so many people are included in this book. Great read.
From a historical, biological and archeological point of view this is a very essential book. The facts in this book are backed with biblical references.

Every race should read and obtain knowledge about history of past, present to future.......get out of the lies and propaganda that the media and newspapers report!!!!!

As an African in South Africa, I was most delighted to trace the history of African civilizations and its origins. Indeed the book will appeal to all races and is most relevant to all races: it attempts to explain the origin of various races and religions that exist today and their effect on the world today. I have always suspected that the reason(s) for the persistent hardship(s) faced by Blacks all over the world has to do with something we did in the past. Indeed the author does raise this issue and gives excellent responses to it.

From Babylon To Timbuktu is a must read for all Hebrews who are beginning to wake up to the true knowledge of who we are. This book will expose the white lies that have been told to us and reveal the truth. This book should be a requirement in in our public and private school systems.After reading this book, search for others like it with even more information that will uncover the truth. For the truth will set you free.

Amazing Book and I like to Thank Dr. Rudolph R. Windsor for writing this historical book of knowledge for generations to come. All of his research and studies are validated specifically in print. This is definitely A +++ For your Book Collections. Now I wish that our school system would integrate Black History and civilizations that predates Slavery, The Bible and The Scholars that failed to integrate or discover Black Civilizations in Ancient Time Periods. Gone but not forgotten. Thanks for your Work.

Excellent, informative book. If you are interested in knowing the truth of the history concerning the Ancient Black races including the Black Hebrews. Many who claim to be African-American are so misinformed and now is the time you learn the truth!!
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